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Figure 1: The Pepe Printer

1 Introduction

Cryptocurrencies have gained a significant amount of popularity in recent years, with more and more people
investing in them. However, the complex technical terms and concepts that accompany cryptocurrencies
can be daunting for newcomers. One such concept is the distribution of PEPE tokens for PP holders.
This whitepaper aims to provide a comprehensive understanding of this distribution process and how it can
benefit investors.

2 What are PP and PEPE Tokens?

PP is a cryptocurrency that has gained popularity in the past few thousand blocks. It operates on a
decentralized network and is used for a wide range of purposes. One of the unique features of PP is its
ability to distribute PEPE tokens to PP holders.

PEPE tokens are ERC20 tokens that are distributed to PP holders. These tokens can be traded on
various exchanges, and their value can fluctuate depending on the market conditions. PEPE tokens are
named after the popular meme, Pepe the Frog, and have gained a significant following in the cryptocurrency
community.

3 How are PEPE Tokens Distributed to PP Holders?

The PP contract has a designated wallet address titled ”Distributor” that accumulates PEPE tokens
through taxes on buying and selling of PP . These tokens are automatically distributed based on a few
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parameters. Every time an individual holder transacts with PP , whether by buying, selling, or transferring
any amount, the PEPE tokens are distributed proportionally based on the amount of PP held.

There is a 9% tax on each buy and sell transaction on PP . Of the 9%:

reflections

The distribution process has been designed to be simple and user-friendly. The developers of PP have
created a DApp, available at http://printer.printthepepe.com, which allows holders to interact with function
4 on the contract backend, the CLAIM function. The CLAIM function prompts the Distributor to release
tokens to the holders, allowing them to claim their rewards.

3.1 Factors Affecting the Distribution of PEPE Tokens

There are several factors that can affect the distribution of PEPE tokens to PP holders. These factors
include the amount of PP held by an individual, the frequency of transactions, and the total amount of PP

held by all investors.
The amount of PP held by an individual is a key factor in determining the amount of PEPE tokens

they receive. The more PP a holder has, the more PEPE tokens they are eligible to receive. Additionally,
the frequency of transactions can also affect the distribution of PEPE tokens. Holders who transact more
frequently are likely to receive more PEPE tokens than those who transact less frequently.

Finally, the total amount of PP held by all investors can also affect the distribution of PEPE tokens. If
there are a large number of PP holders, the distribution of PEPE tokens may be more spread out, resulting
in smaller amounts being distributed to each individual holder.

3.2 Automatic Distribution vs. Manual Claims

The distribution of PEPE tokens can be done automatically or through manual claims. Automatic distribu-
tion is done through the PP contract, which distributes PEPE tokens based on the parameters mentioned
above.

Manual claims, on the other hand, require holders to actively claim their rewards using the front-end
DApp created by the PPdevelopers. This process is simple and requires holders to interact with function 4
on the contract backend, the CLAIM function. This prompts the Distributor to release tokens to the holders,
allowing them to claim their rewards.

The claims process for PEPE tokens has been simplified to allow holders to manually receive dividends
without having to make any changes to their existing holdings. This means that holders can claim their
rewards without having to sell or transfer their PP holdings.

4 Benefits of PEPE Distribution

The distribution of PEPE tokens for PP holders provides a unique opportunity for investors to potentially
reap the benefits of holding PP . By understanding the distribution process and the potential rewards,
investors can make informed decisions about their PP investments.

4.1 Passive Income

One of the key benefits of PEPE distribution is the ability to earn passive income. Holders of PP can earn
PEPE tokens simply by holding PP and transacting with it. This can provide a steady stream of income
for investors who are willing to hold onto PP for an extended period.

Passive income can be particularly appealing to investors who are looking for a low-risk, long-term
investment strategy. By earning PEPE tokens through the distribution process, investors can potentially
generate a consistent income stream without having to actively manage their investments.
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4.2 Increase in the Value of PEPE Tokens

Another benefit of PEPE distribution is the potential increase in the value of PEPE tokens. As more
people invest in PP and transact with it, the demand for PEPE tokens will increase, potentially leading to
an increase in their value.

The value of PEPE tokens can be affected by various market conditions, including supply and demand,
market sentiment, and investor behavior. However, by understanding the potential factors that can affect
the value of PEPE tokens, investors can make informed decisions about their investments and potentially
benefit from any increases in value.

4.3 Increase in the Value of PP

Additionally, the distribution of PEPE tokens can also help to increase the overall value of PP . By providing
an incentive for investors to hold onto PP , the distribution of PEPE tokens can help to increase demand
for PP , which can ultimately lead to an increase in its value.

This can be particularly beneficial for long-term investors who are looking for a stable, profitable invest-
ment strategy. By holding onto PP and earning PEPE tokens through the distribution process, investors
can potentially benefit from any increases in the value of PP .

Figure 2: A jest at the state of finance

4.4 Creation of an Engaged Community

The distribution of PEPE tokens can also help to create a more engaged community around PP . By
incentivizing holders to transact with PP and claim their rewards, the distribution of PEPE tokens can
help to create a more active and engaged community of investors who are interested in the success of PP .

An engaged community can be beneficial for investors in several ways. For example, an engaged commu-
nity can help to increase demand for PP , which can ultimately lead to an increase in its value. Additionally,
an engaged community can provide investors with valuable insights and information about PP , helping them
to make more informed investment decisions.

4.5 Creation of Loyalty

Finally, the distribution of PEPE tokens can also help to create a sense of loyalty among PP holders.
By providing an incentive for investors to hold onto PP and transact with it, the distribution of PEPE

tokens can help to create a sense of loyalty among investors, which can ultimately lead to a more stable and
successful cryptocurrency.

Loyalty among investors can be particularly beneficial for the long-term success of PP . By creating a
loyal community of investors who are committed to the success of PP , the cryptocurrency can potentially
benefit from more stable demand and support, which can help to mitigate volatility in the market.
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5 Conclusion

In conclusion, the distribution of PEPE tokens for PP holders is a straightforward process that allows
individuals to earn tokens by simply holding PP and transacting with it. Those who wish to claim rewards
manually can do so by using the front-end DApp created by the PP developers. By understanding this
distribution process and the potential benefits it can provide, investors can make informed decisions about
their PP investments and potentially reap the rewards of PEPE distribution.

Overall, the distribution of PEPE tokens for PP holders provides a unique opportunity for investors
to earn passive income, increase the value of their investments, and help create a more engaged and loyal
community around PP . The potential benefits of PEPE distribution include the ability to earn passive
income, the potential increase in the value of PEPE tokens, the increase in the value of PP , the creation
of an engaged community, and the creation of loyalty among investors.

By understanding these potential benefits, investors can make informed decisions about their PP invest-
ments and potentially reap the rewards of PEPE distribution.
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